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Introduction 
 
I have seen this all too many times… customers work hard to get a decent deal on 

the new car they are looking to purchase only to over-spend by thousands when it 

comes to after sale items. Sometimes it seems like they let their guard down, forget 

that everything is negotiable and other times they bring too much emotion into the 

process by thinking they must have certain after sale items regardless of price.    

Here is how it works to be successful in the after sale department. 

After you go through this list of after sale items, note the ones you are interested 

in.  Shop these accessories before you finalize your transaction. Don’t be afraid to 

ask for a price over the phone to find out what they are charging for one you might 

have interest in. Sometimes if you’re dealing with a salesperson and want a price 

on an accessory he will tell you the Finance Manager will review that later in the 

process. Don’t wait until later… If you followed everything correctly from the 

Simplified Car Buying book and have the best price- this is where the dealer will 

try to make up the difference in the loss of new car profit. 

All of this stuff is marked up 200% to 400% more than what they pay for it -

sometimes even more than that. They are going to make some kind of profit in 

selling each accessory. This is a guide as to what they pay for it so you don’t over 

pay by extreme amounts of money. Don’t think it’s not possible because it is and I 

have seen it happen many times in the past.  

Remember this… You may think your sales person/business manager is a really 

great person and very considerate of your needs and that might be true. They are 

trained to make profit and to contribute to the dealership’s success.  At the end of 
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the day they need to earn a paycheck. Some of these items really are worth 

buying… as long as you get them for the right price! 

 

 

Wishing you the best of luck with after sale negotiation, 

 

Simplified Car Buying, LLC 

http://www.SimplifiedCarBuying.com 
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After Sale Items 

 
• All-Season Mats – These are the heavy duty all-season mats. They sell at 

the parts counter for usually $70. If you deal with the Finance Manager or 
Salesman they are usually double ($130). 
 
 

• Bluetooth – After market Bluetooth devices usually cost around $250 and 
the dealers sells them for $595 or more. My opinion is none of them really 
work too well. Take advantage of the free ear piece which comes with your 
phone or buy one of the Bluetooth ear pieces for about $100. 
 
 

• Extended Warranty – This is only good to purchase if you’re keeping the 
car longer than the period of warranty given by the factory when new. I 
always say it also depends on the car you buy. If your doing a high mileage 
lease and the miles being driven will be more than 5,000 miles over the 
warranty period- I would buy it, if the car is anything other than Japanese 
made. Japanese cars for some reason don’t break. If I’m buying a German or 
American car I definitely buy it. Be careful though because you have the 
ability here to buy them according to the miles you drive. You can get 1 
year extra protection and up to 75,000 miles or 1 year extra up to 100,000 
miles through most manufacturers. The cost of these warranties and the 
mark up really varies. A Japanese car warranty has about $700 mark up and 
others have anywhere from $700 to $2000 or more. Everything is 
negotiable. 
 
 

• LoJack –It’s a tracking device that the company LoJack puts in two or three 
different locations on your car in case it gets stolen.  LoJack guarantees that 
if your car is stolen they will get it back or if they can’t, they will give you a 
sum of money (around $5000). This is like a second insurance policy in case 
your car gets stolen. This costs the dealer $300 to $400 and they sell it for 
about $1,000 or more.  
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• Mud Flaps – These are designed to help keep your vehicle cleaner, most 
common in SUV’s. They cost the dealers between $250 and $450 installed. 
They sell them anywhere from $499 to $995. 
 
 

• Radar – most dealers will offer a K40 radar detector or something similar. 
This is usually a big ticket item. They offer a base system which is usually 
just front and rear detectors that cost the dealers about $600 and they sell it 
for $1,295.00 or more. The better system gives you the base system plus 
laser diffusers. This is supposed to scramble the signal of the police radar so 
your speed is untraceable. This system cost the dealers about $1,100.00 and 
I have seen it sold anywhere from $1,995.00 to $2,995.00 or more. The 
dealer’s biggest selling point on this item is the cost of 1 speeding ticket and 
the points on your license you would incur would cover the cost of the radar 
the first time you get pulled over.  I believe this is a pretty good accessory to 
buy, especially if you drive with a heavy foot. Again, just don’t overpay for 
it! 
 
 

• Rear Deck Spoilers- The mark-up here varies. It’s usually $400 to $500 
from what the dealer pays for it. Always bargain down at least $100 or 
$200, more if you can! 
 
 

• Rear Seat Entertainment – Three ways to get this option; already built in 
from the factory so you negotiate it as an option when pricing out the car, 
dealer installed factory unit or non-factory part, aftermarket unit. If it’s the 
factory unit (being dealer installed), it should cost the dealers about $800 to 
$1,000 and they sell it marked up anywhere from $800 to $1,000. With the 
aftermarket units it cost the dealers about $600 to $800 for a single screen 
and $1,000 to $1,500 for a dual screen behind the head rest. The mark up on 
them is anywhere from $1,000 to $2,000.    
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• Remote Start – These are great options for those of you who don’t have a 
garage in the middle of the winter. They cost the dealer around $250 and are 
usually sold for $595 or more. 
 
 

• Running Boards – This is a very common option on SUV’s. It’s usually 
cheaper to have it installed by the factory if available. If not, and you have 
to get it from the dealer the mark up is usually $400 or more. 

 

• Satellite Radio – Two ways to get this option if it’s not installed in your car 
already from the factory. First, dealer installed unit from the factory which 
cost more because it’s a technician installing it rather than a machine going 
down an assembly line. This gives the finance manager the opportunity to 
sell it as a factory option and make more profit. May cost about $250 to 
$400 and sell it between $595 and $995. The second option is an 
aftermarket unit with a display somewhere on the dash or the car. This 
usually cost about $150 to $300 and they sell it about $495 to $795 or more. 
Again negotiate! 

 

• Simonize - Some type of simonize protection or Teflon for the outside and 
or Fabric protection for the inside of your car. This usually costs the dealers 
around $100 and they sell it for $400 to $600 or more. Dealers will try to 
scare you, telling you the paint is not covered by the warranty and this is 
usually the case with most manufacturers. They will tell you the sun, acid 
rain, bird do and tree sap will ruin the finish on the car. Again its up to you, 
I personally have never bought this after market item. Wax your car twice 
a year, wash it regularly and you should be fine. 

 
• VIN Etching – This is an item either most people take or dealers put it on 

all of their vehicles before they are sold so you have to take it. It’s a serial 
number assigned to your vehicle and applied to the inside of all the doors, 
under the hood and under the truck lid. The purpose is to help recognize 
your car in case it is stolen. This also gives you some type of guarantee in 
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case your car is stolen. This item costs the dealers $25 or less and is applied 
in about 4 minutes. They sell it anywhere from $199 to $399.  
 
 

• Wheel and Tire Protection Package – This is also a big ticket item. Listen 
very carefully when the dealer is explaining this one to you. There are two 
different packages on this one. Both packages give you replacement of your 
tire if you have a bubble in the side wall of the tire, cut in the side wall due 
to road, pothole damage or a blowout.  It doesn’t warranty tires that are 
below the wear indicated on the tire. Tire has to have some kind of life left 
to it. The cheaper package gives you a new rim if your rim doesn’t hold air 
pressure, meaning badly bent or cracked. If it has a shimmy at low or high 
speeds but holds air pressure they will not replace it. You’re going to have 
to drive on it like that or replace it yourself. This item cost the dealers about 
$300 to $400 depending on the length or coverage (between 3 to 5 years). 
Dealers sell it anywhere from $895 to $1,395 or more. The better package 
offers you full rim replacement regardless of holding air pressure or not and 
it covers cosmetic damage (curb rash while parking at the curb). This costs 
the dealers $500 to $600 dollars and they sell it for $1,495 to $2,500 or 
more. Their big selling point on this item is all sport package cars or cars 
with tires larger than 16 inches are very susceptible to bubbles in the side 
walls and blow outs. Which they are! This is a great accessory to purchase 
and pays for itself over and over again if you have a low profile tire or just a 
very aggressive driver. This has become a very popular item in the past 3 
years. I would say that 90% of customers buy this. Just make sure you don’t 
over pay. 

 

• Wheels – This could also be a big ticket option… Most of these optional 
wheels can be bought over the Internet through 2nd and 3rd party websites for 
much less. If you don’t want the hassle of doing it on your own then 
negotiate. The markup on most sets of wheels is usually $900 or more. 
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